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MCSA/MCSE Implementing and Managing Exchange Server 2003 Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-284)Que, 2004
The 70-284 Exam Cram 2 covers what readers need to know to pass  the exam - a popular elective for the MCSA (2000 and 2003) and MCSE (2000 and  2003) programs as well as 1 of 2 Core Messaging exams for the new MCSE 2003  Messaging Specialist program. The exam measures readers' ability to implement,  manage, and troubleshoot an...
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Macromedia Flash Communication Server MXMacromedia Press, 2002
Flash Communicator Server MX is  your complete guide to integrating rich media and real-time collaboration into  your applications with Flash Communication Server MX! It includes 10 quick steps  for getting started and covers ActionScripting, Flash Remoting, and other key  implementation issues...
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Design and Performance of 3G Wireless Networks and Wireless LANsSpringer, 2005
Cellular phones, especially those enabled by second-generation
telecommunication systems, have had tremendous impacts on our daily lives.
In some countries such as India, the number of cellular phone subscribers
has far exceeded the number of wired phone subscribers. Meanwhile, the
Internet has also significantly changed our...
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jQuery in ActionManning Publications, 2008
A good web development framework anticipates what you need to do and makes those tasks easier and more efficient; jQuery practically reads your mind. Developers of every stripe-hobbyists and professionals alike-fall in love with jQuery the minute they've reduced 20 lines of clunky JavaScript into three lines of elegant, readable code. This new,...
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Building Embedded Linux SystemsO'Reilly, 2008
There's a great deal of excitement surrounding the use of Linux in embedded systems -- for everything from cell phones to car ABS systems and water-filtration plants -- but not a lot of practical information. Building Embedded Linux Systems offers an in-depth, hard-core guide to putting together embedded systems based on Linux. 
  ...
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Advanced Error Control Techniques for Data Storage SystemsCRC Press, 2005
With the massive amount of data produced and stored each year, reliable storage and retrieval of information is more crucial than ever. Robust coding and decoding techniques are critical for correcting errors and maintaining data integrity. Comprising chapters thoughtfully selected from the highly popular Coding and Signal Processing for Magnetic...
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Deafness and Challenging Behaviour: The 360° PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Challenging behaviours, such as aggression and violence, are more common in deaf people than hearing people. Filling a crucial gap in the international market, this book will appeal equally to those who work occasionally or entirely with Deaf or hearing impaired client groups of all ages.    

    Multi-disciplinary professionals with...
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Learning Autodesk 3ds Max Design 2010: Essentials: The Official Autodesk 3ds Max Training GuideFocal Press, 2009
Learning Autodesk 3ds Max 2010 Design Essentials is a superb end-to-end reference that provides users with complete info on all of the features and options available in the latest version of 3ds Max Design, so that users can learn how to use 3ds Max Design confidently in a production environment. Each chapter offers a series of lessons -...
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Mastering Autodesk Revit MEP 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	The definitive guide to Autodesk Revit MEP


	The expert author team for this Autodesk Official Press book has employed their years of experience to develop this exhaustive reference and tutorial, which is perfectly paced to cover all the core concepts and functionality of Revit MEP including:

	
		Navigating the...
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Barcodes with iOS: Bringing together the digital and physical worldsManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		Barcodes with iOS is the first and only book that comprehensively addresses barcode technology for the iOS developer. It offers an introduction to commonly used formats, such as ISBN and UPC codes, and provides real-world examples that teach you how to integrate code scanning and generation into...
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Coral Reef Remote Sensing: A Guide for Mapping, Monitoring and ManagementSpringer, 2013

	Remote sensing stands as the defining technology in our ability to monitor coral reefs, as well as their biophysical properties and associated processes, at regional to global scales. With overwhelming evidence that much of Earth’s reefs are in decline, our need for large-scale, repeatable assessments of reefs has never been so great....
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Google Visualization API EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make sense of your data: make it visual with the Google Visualization API


	Overview

	
		Wrangle all sorts of data into a visual format, without being an expert programmer.
	
		Visualize new or existing spreadsheet data through charts, graphs, and maps.
	
		Full of diagrams, core concept...
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